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ABSTRACT – In the Paris Agreement, parties pledged to make annually USD 100 bn available 
to developing countries – starting 2020 – to cover their emission mitigation costs. However, 
while a lot of these countries are in need for the climate grants, a principle to fairly distribute 
them must still be found. My thesis aims to establish such a principle. It ultimately argues that 
the USD 100 bn should be granted to the countries that are expected to mitigate more than can 
in fairness be required of them. In order to determine what this ‘fairness’ comprises, I examine 
how emission rights should be distributed in the first place. I will therefore argue for an equal 
per capita approach, which holds that every person has the right to the same emission shares. 
 
Introduction 
This thesis addresses a subject regarded as one of the biggest challenges that the global 
community faces today: climate change. If we do not respond to this problem adequately, sea 
levels and temperatures will rise, which will in turn most likely lead to mass-migration and 
famines.1 To prevent these potentially horrific consequences from happening, almost all United 
Nations (UN) member-states have signed an ambitious climate accord in Paris, December 2015; 
known as the Paris Agreement (PA). In here, targets are set to reduce global carbon emissions, 
with the aim of keeping the global temperature rise under 2°C above pre-industrial levels.2 
In order to achieve this primary goal, states were tasked to submit their Nationally Determined 
Contributions (NDCs) in where they propose how and how much they will cut back on carbon 
emissions. This is quite a unique model in the history of international climate governance: rather 
than having a top-down system of requirements of emission caps, states are now allowed to 
draw their own ‘mitigation proposals’: plans to curtail their Co2 emissions (e.g. broadscale 
                                                          
1 Chris Armstrong, Global Distributive Justice: An Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2012), 189–90. 
2 ‘The Paris Agreement’, http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php, accessed March 9, 2018. 
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shifts to sustainable energy sources). Still, the model is narrowly monitored. All countries 
(including the developing ones) are urged to cap their emissions substantively in order to have 
a realistic shot at stabilizing the global temperature rise, and every NDC therefore needs to be 
approved by a UN committee.3 Prospectively, the approach seems partly successful: almost all 
states have submitted their NDCs, which will according to the UN result in ‘’no less than 2.7 
degrees Celsius of global warming before the end of the century.’’4 Furthermore, since this last 
estimation, more NDCs have been submitted, and there is still hope that the US (the second 
largest polluters) will sooner or later do that as well.  
Not surprisingly, mitigating carbon emissions is particularly challenging for the developing 
countries, since they lack the monetary and technological means to make the transition to a 
more environmental-friendly economy. It is for these and other reasons that developed countries 
proposed in the Cancun Agreements in 2010 to jointly raise USD 100 bn a year by 2020 to help 
the poorer countries to cut emissions.5 This goal was reaffirmed in the PA. Even after the US 
announced to withdraw from the PA, Donald Tusk, president of the European Council, 
expressed the importance and his determination to reach this target.6 
Although these pledges are promising, an important question remains unanswered: what is a 
fair distribution of these USD 100 bn over all the developing nations that are dependent on 
external resources in order to carry out their NDCs? This is the main question that I will be 
addressing in this thesis. All together, these countries need around USD 233 bn a year (until 
                                                          
3 Nicolas Chan, ‘Climate Contributions and the Paris Agreement: Fairness and Equity in a Bottom-Up 
Architecture’, Ethics & International Affairs 30, no. 3 (2016): 291–301. 
4 Nick Nuttall, “Global Response to Climate Change Keeps Door Open to 2 Degree C Temperature Limit”, 
2015, Accessed on March 9, 2018, http://newsroom.unfccc.int/unfccc-newsroom/indc-synthesis-report-press-
release/. 
5 Among these other reasons is the fact that the industrialized countries have had by far the biggest contribution 
to current anthropogenic climate changes. See: ‘Climate: Get the Big Picture’, 
http://bigpicture.unfccc.int/#content-the-paris-agreemen, accessed April 29, 2018. 
6 Daniel Boffey, Kate Connolly, and Anushka Ashtana, ‘EU to Bypass Trump Administration after Paris Climate 
Agreement Pullout’, The Guardian, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jun/02/european-
leaders-vow-to-keep-fighting-global-warming-despite-us-withdrawal, accessed April 30, 2018. 
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2030) to implement their NDCs in full.7 Since they were all urged by the UN to construct 
ambitious NDCs, far from all mitigation plans can be covered internally: many also hope and 
expect that they will get financial and technological international help. India for instance, the 
4th biggest polluter in the world, suggests that the only way of cutting down on emissions while 
not interrupting its development process is through these international means.8 In addition, only 
three of the 48 least developed countries state in their NDCs that they can pay for more than 
half the costs themselves.9 It is therefore reasonably expected that the USD 100 bn of climate 
grants will not be enough to cover the budget gaps of all the developing countries.10 Hence, we 
need a distributive principle that determines which of the developing countries can make a 
strong claim on the climate grants. 
Evidently, the appeal for a distributive principle for the climate grants raises normative 
questions of fairness. As I have mentioned, the PA demands – in order to keep the global 
temperature rise well below 2°C – the whole world to cap their emissions. Since many 
industrialized states find themselves unable – due to feasibility constraints – to reduce their 
emissions to the required level, other countries that may morally not be obligated to carry 
(many) mitigation burdens are also required to contribute to the solution. The countries that 
bear these disproportionate mitigation burdens deserve to be compensated in some way. This is 
where the climate grants come into play, as one must regard (as I will argue) the USD 100bn 
as a reimbursement for mitigation efforts by the countries who are in fairness not required to 
make these efforts. Hence, my central argument will hold that the countries that are urged to 
mitigate more than can be morally demanded from, can make a claim on the climate grants.  
                                                          
7Neha Rai et al., ‘A Fair Climate Deal in Paris Means Adequate Finance to Deliver INDCs in LDCs’ (IIED, 
2015).  
8 Chan, ‘Climate Contributions and the Paris Agreement: Fairness and Equity in a Bottom-Up Architecture’, 
296. 
9 For a full list of NDCs, see: http://www4.unfccc.int/ndcregistry/Pages/Home.aspx. 
10 Merylyn Hedger and Smita Nakhooda, ‘Finance and Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs): 
Enabling Implementation’ (London: ODI, 2015), 6. 
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This argument is still quite indistinct: for what does ‘morally demanded from’ mean? Before I 
can state that certain countries are urged to mitigate more than they ought to, I first have to 
establish how much mitigation burdens each country should have in the first place. In other 
words, how much greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions each country should be allowed to diffuse, 
and – subsequently – how much emission caps we can in fairness assign to them. I will therefore 
examine various distributive principles that aim to give an answer to these questions. After 
identifying the mitigation duties of each country, and comparing them with the demands of the 
PA and the relevant NDCs, I have established the basis of who is expected to mitigate more 
than morally required, and can therefore make a claim on the external finances for mitigation 
burdens. 
In order to determine which country should be allowed to emit which amount of GHG 
emissions, the first chapter of my thesis will explore an equal per capita approach (EPCA), 
which essentially holds that each individual has the right to an equal share of GHG emissions. 
After introducing this approach, Chapter 2 compares it with other distributive principles (a 
polluter pays principle (PPP), beneficiary pays principle (BPP) and an ability to pay principle 
(APP)), that all address the same question as an EPCA: how should the burdens of reducing 
GHG emissions be distributed? I argue that each of these alternative principles is – for my 
project – inferior to an EPCA. Chapter 3 addresses, regarding the climate grants proposed by 
the PA, the implementation of an EPCA, and presents the final principle for distributing the 
climate grants. Lastly, this chapter responds to worries that can be raised against my principle 
and provides a modest supplementation to my theory. 
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1. A Case for an Equal Per Capita Approach (EPCA) 
I will defend a view which holds that every person has the right to the same share of GHG 
emissions.11 In relation to the PA, this entails that everyone can emit an equal amount of GHGs, 
which may cumulatively result in a maximum temperature rise of 2°C (in order to prevent the 
disastrous consequences presented in the introduction). The best way to introduce this approach 
is by viewing GHG emissions as – what Bauer likes to call – ‘’common resource-sharing’’: as 
we now all know, the amount of emissions that we can put into the atmosphere is finite – based 
on the premise that we want to avoid global natural disasters like droughts and floods, and all 
want to lead an at least minimally decent life.12 Furthermore, a party’s decision to restrict its 
use of this common resource (i.e. the atmosphere) does not guarantee avoidance of any harmful 
consequences that follow from another party’s exhaustion of that resource; parties can inflict 
harm on others by making use of that resource. Our life standards are thus dependent on 
everyone’s use of this common resource, and we are therefore in a moral relationship with each 
inhabitant of the earth. In all, a fair distribution of this common resource is required.  
Currently, GHG emissions are not the least bit evenly divided over the global population. The 
average citizen of the US is responsible for roughly ten times more emissions than the average 
citizen of India. This difference becomes even sharper if we compare the GHG emissions of 
the former with the average citizen of Uganda: the latter accounts for the staggering number of 
more than 122 times less.13 Or, to translate it into Bauer’s terms, US citizens make on average 
                                                          
11 This view is advocated by several political thinkers, including Paul Baer, ‘Equity, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 
and Global Common Resources’, in Climate Change Policy: A Survey, ed. Stephen Schneider, Armin 
Rosencranz, and John Niles (Washington: Island Press, 2002), 393–408; Dale Jamieson, ‘Climate Change and 
Global Environmental Justice’, in Changing the Atmosphere: Expert Knowledge and Environmental 
Governance, ed. Clark Miller and Paul Edwards (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2001), 287–307; Ambuj Sagar, 
‘Wealth, Responsibility, and Equity: Exploring an Allocation Framework for Global GHG Emissions’, Climatic 
Change 45 (2000): 511–27. 
12 Baer, ‘Equity, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Global Common Resources’, 396–98. 
13 World Bank Data, ‘’CO2 emissions: metric tons per capita (2014),’’ 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC?view=chart, accessed May 21, 2018. 
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respectively 10 and 122 times more use of the common resource that is the atmosphere. Taken 
also the significant relation between GHG emissions and economic development into account14, 
we can conclude that the status quo is hard to justify. An EPCA therefore demands an equal 
distribution of GHG emission rights.  
Evidently, the adoption of an EPCA would have huge impacts for the daily lives of citizens of 
the west. It could be argued that since a high level of GHG emissions has been constituting 
these citizens’ living standards for so long, they need a larger share than the citizens of 
developing countries (or at least until a substantial transition to a more sustainable way of life 
has been made). 
However, the fact that affluent peoples have been taking a larger share of our common resource, 
does not entail that they have deserved that share and continue to deserve it in the future. 
Similarly, it is difficult to see why today’s wealthy ought to retain their high living standards 
(assuming it is closely related to a large use of GHG emissions). Baer suggests that from a 
utilitarian perspective, one can argue that an EPCA brings unnecessary harm to the wealthy, 
since some of the poor countries will not use up their emission rights anyway. Is it not a shame 
to let these rights ‘go to waste’, given their constitutiveness for the lives of many?15 In addition, 
it is argued that the wealthy suffer significantly if their relatively high expectations (e.g. a 
certain part of their income) are not met.16 A utilitarian principle thus seems able to make a 
cogent case for unequal emission permits in favor of the affluent. 
                                                          
14 This argument is generally not explicitly made for an EPCA. The reasoning behind this argument is provided 
in: Steve Vanderheiden, ‘Climate Change, Environmental Rights, and Emission Shares’, ed. Steve Vanderheiden 
and John Barry (Cambridge/London: MIT Press, 2008), 43–66. 
15 Baer, ‘Equity, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Global Common Resources’, 401. 
16 F. Peterson and E. Wesley, ‘The Ethics of Burden Sharing in the Global Greenhouse’, Journal of Agriculture 
and Environmental Ethics 11 (1999): 186–88. 
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However, as Brian Barry stresses, ‘’we know that there is absolutely no risk that we shall find 
ourselves doing more than is required.’’17 In the case that not all emission permits are utilized, 
we would still have a lot of difficulties adapting to climate change. While my EPCA takes the 
PA’s 2°C temperature rise-target as the bar, the PA also states that such a rise must be the 
absolute maximum in order for us to avoid grave, widespread human rights deficits, and we 
should aim to limit the temperature rise to 1.5°C.18  Peter Singer compares this particular 
situation with a game of Russian roulette, where the rise of temperature is portrayed as the 
amount of bullets in the cylinder of the revolver, which, similar to the effects of climate change, 
can cause deadly harm to us. If every target is perfectly well met, we only have 1 bullet in the 
cylinder, and a 5 to 6 chance of survival. Yet if some mitigation targets are not met, as seems 
bound to happen, the global temperature will rise higher, and we suddenly only have – at best 
– a 67% chance of harm-avoidance.19 In sum, a policy were some emission permits are not fully 
utilized comes not across as unfair or harmful, even from a utilitarian position. 
In line with this argument, I disregard the idea of emission permits trading (where parties are 
allowed to buy and sell emission rights), as it allows all legitimate GHG emissions to be 
diffused, even the ones that would without a permit trading-scheme not occur. Russia for 
instance, needing way less permits after the post-communist collapse, was allowed to sell its 
unused permits to other parties during the past decades, leaving the increase of global GHG 
emissions unchecked.20 
 
                                                          
17 Brian Barry, ‘Sustainability and Intergenerational Justice’, Theoria, 1997, 63. 
18 Wolfgang Obergassel et al., ‘Phoenix from the Ashes: An Analysis of the Paris Agreement to the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change – Part I’, Environmental Law & Management 27 (2015): 
243. 
19 Peter Singer, One World: The Ethics of Globalization (New Heaven/ London: Yale University Press, 2002), 
42–43. 
20 Dale Jamieson, ‘Adaption, Mitigation and Justice’, in Perspectives on Climate Change, ed. Walter Sinnott-
Armstrong and Richard Howarth (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2005), 219–20. 
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1.1 Individuals or nations? 
At first glance, an equal per capita approach, as the name suggests, seems to hold that we ought 
to distribute emission caps equally among every individual. Keith Hyams for instance, suggests 
to issue ‘Personal Carbon Allowances’ (PCAs) to citizens, as they should ‘’be required to 
surrender PCAs in order to engage in various greenhouse-gas emitting activities.’’21 At first 
glance, his project seems to make a good case for favoring individuals over nations as adequate 
subjects of emission rights, since the implementation of PCAs motivates citizens to make an 
actual contribution to the mitigation solution. Unfortunately, Hyams admits that PCAs systems, 
including his own, generally cannot incorporate embodied emissions (e.g. emissions of big 
manufactures), which constitute a huge part of the total amount of global emissions, as it is 
unfeasible to monitor and aggregate all the emissions of – for instance – farmers and factory-
employees, who exhaust (due to the nature of their jobs) generally far more PCAs than average 
citizens. 22  Theories that distribute emission permits over individual citizens (like PCAs 
systems) are therefore merely concerned with matters like household energy and personal 
transport, and consequently not comprehensive enough to giving an account for the distribution 
of emission rights for the PA.23 
Furthermore, the principle that I am constructing is supposed to function as a distributive 
mechanism for the climate grants of the PA. Hence the structure of the PA is quite relevant. In 
the UN meetings that led up to the PA, and in the UN meetings on the PA that have followed 
and will follow, agreements about environmental rights and obligations are almost exclusively 
                                                          
21 Keith Hyams, ‘A Just Response to Climate Change: Personal Carbon Allowances and the Normal-Functioning 
Approach’, The Journal of Social Philosophy 40, no. 2 (2009): 237. 
22 Ibid., 240-242. 
23 Besides Hyams’, another example of such a theory is: Richard Starkey and Kevin Anderson, ‘Domestic 
Tradable Quotas: A Policy Instrument for Reducing Greenhouse-Gas Emissions from Energy Use’ (Tyndall 
Centre for Climate Change Research, 2005). 
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closed in the context of nations.24 Therefore, when we apply an equal per capita basis to the 
PA, it makes good sense to remain in the same language as the PA and assign emission rights 
to countries instead of individuals.  
  
1.2 Pro-natalist policies   
My above arguments to favor countries over individuals as subjects seem rather practical than 
moral. Yet it is important to note that practicalities can have moral implications: if we give 
emission permits directly to individuals based on it being more ethically sound but fail to 
comply with the emission caps due to implementation- and monitoring-issues (i.e. 
practicalities), the moral ramifications will ultimately be disastrous (e.g. human rights deficits 
resulting from anthropogenic climate change).  
Similarly, Posner and Sunstein raise the following worry which, while in essence a practical 
concern, can have substantial ethical effects: If we base emission rights of countries on the size 
of their population, governments may be inclined to adopt pro-natalist policies, as they would 
be allowed to emit an increasing amount of GHGs as their population growths.25 As Barry 
points out, the current growth of our global population already threatens to have huge 
implications for our standards of living.26 I therefore propose to embrace Dale Jamieson’s 
suggestion of indexing a nation’s per capita emissions to its population of a given year.27 Singer 
notes that this cannot be a year in the past, and not even the present year of the agreement, as 
the average age of citizens of some countries might be much younger than others, which gives 
                                                          
24 Small roles are also offered by or assigned to cities, regions, companies and private investors. See: Obergassel 
et al., ‘Phoenix from the Ashes: An Analysis of the Paris Agreement to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change – Part I’, 262. 
25 Eric Posner and Cass Sunstein, ‘Climate Change Justice’, The Georgetown Law Journal 96 (2008): 1609. 
26 Barry, ‘Sustainability and Intergenerational Justice’, 57. 
27 Jamieson, ‘Climate Change and Global Environmental Justice’, 301. 
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them in the future an unfair hardship in emission rights. Singer therefore proposes to take 2050 
as our indexing year, with the UN population estimations as our references.28 I suggest picking 
a date less far away in the future (2030), since its population estimations are evidently more 
accurate. Fixing a future date provides the additional incentive for countries to actually have 
anti-natalist policies (e.g. family-planning projects29): when their population is lower than 
expected, their emissions per capita increases (and vice versa). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
28 Singer, One World: The Ethics of Globalization, 45–46. 
29 For examples, see: Peter Singer, The Life You Can Save: How to Do Your Part to End World Poverty (New 
York: Random House Trade Paperbacks, 2010), 124. 
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2. Other Principles of Climate Justice  
A vast amount of ideas and principles are developed in the academic field of climate justice. 
To ensure that I cover the relevant literature, I must take note in my enquiry which general 
questions the various views are treating, and how these questions are related to my own project. 
For instance, Simon Caney identifies two distinct burdens that are discussed in the climate 
justice debate. 30  ‘Mitigation burdens’ are the costs of refraining from processes that are 
conducive for anthropogenic climate change (e.g. reducing the use of fossil fuels), where 
‘adaptation burdens’ are ‘’ the costs to persons of adopting measures which enable them and/or 
others to cope with the ill-effects of climate change.’’31  
Adaption burdens are certainly morally relevant: there are good cases for why we have stringent 
duties to help countries adapt to natural phenomena such as rising sea levels.32 Some even 
suggest that our entire focus should be on these burdens instead of mitigation.33 However, in 
this thesis I am merely concerned with questions related to the latter: how much GHG emissions 
may each party have, how much must they mitigate, and – derived from these answers – who 
should be compensated for their ‘excessive’ mitigations. This decision is, first, driven by the 
fact that, while the PA also comprises explicit adaptation-assistance plans34, the proposed USD 
100 bn are explicitly meant to be made available ‘’in the context of meaningful mitigation 
actions.’’35 Yet more importantly, it is driven by the common consensus that mitigating climate 
change is not a ‘lost cause’, but extremely important for the well-being of current and future 
generations. Here I am not suggesting to disregard attempts of adaptation. Rather, I share the 
                                                          
30 Although both burdens are often included in one theory or principle. 
31 Simon Caney, ‘Cosmopolitan Justice, Responsibility, and Global Climate Change’, Journal of International 
Law 18 (2005): 752. 
32 Consider for instance the threatening situation of small island states: Armstrong, Global Distributive Justice: 
An Introduction, 215–19. 
33 Bjorn Lomborg, The Skeptical Environmentalist: Measuring the Real State of the World (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 318. 
34 See paragraph 42-47 of the PA: https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf. 
35 ‘The Paris Agreement’. 
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thought of Jamieson that if we do not make mitigation burdens a nonnegotiable priority of the 
international agenda and stagnate global temperature rise, the climate system will be turned 
‘’into some unanticipated, radically different state.’’36 Even the idea of adapting to such a world 
‘’will seem ‘quaint’ at best.’’37 Hence, my enquiry for a distributive principle for these grants 
is limited to mitigation burdens.  
This limitation provides a good reason for opting for an EPCA: by addressing merely questions 
about emission rights and mitigation plights, this approach leaves issues of adaptation burdens 
for other principles and discussions. In the next sections, I will argue for the theoretical and 
practical superiority of an EPCA vis-à-vis other climate justice principles, that all shed a 
different light on how mitigation burdens should be distributed. 
 
 2.1 The Polluter Pays Principle 
A straightforward concern about the fairness of an EPCA is the following: third-world countries 
like Cambodia and Tanzania have not or barely contributed to the problem of global warming. 
Yet strangely enough, their emissions should according to an EPCA be limited. This worry 
refers to the reasonable ‘who broke it, must fixed it’ principle38, and is in the climate justice 
debate better known as a ‘polluter pays principle’ (PPP)39: those who were and are polluting, 
should bear the costs of GHG emission mitigation. 40  Eric Posner’s and Cass Sunstein’s 
‘wrongdoer identity problem’ criticizes this principle, by recognizing that our climate-related 
                                                          
36 Jamieson, ‘Climate Change and Global Environmental Justice’, 305. 
37 Dale Jamieson, ‘The Moral and Political Challenges of Climate Change’, in Creating a Climate for Change: 
Communicating Climate Change and Facilitating Social Change, ed. Susanne Moser and Dilling Lisa (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 475. 
38 Singer, One World: The Ethics of Globalization, 32–40. 
39 See for instance: Eric Neumayer, ‘In Defense of Historical Accountability for Greenhouse Gas Emissions’, 
Ecological Economics 33 (2000): 185–92. 
40 This principle can also be used for the distribution of adaptation burdens. 
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problems are not merely caused by our current generations, but also by deceased generations: 
where it is impossible to assign obligations to the latter, it might also be unfair for current 
polluters to address all these burdens of pollutions caused in the past.41  
In order to introduce a possible response, one should note that the challenge is developed from 
within an individualistic perspective. However, if we move to – what Caney calls – a 
‘collectivist position’42, by focusing on entities like nation-states (suggested by Henry Shue43) 
instead of persons, we might be able to evade this challenge. For example, while the identities 
of citizens in The Netherlands changed, the nation itself did not. Hence, according to the 
collectivist approach, The Netherlands should be held accountable for the pollution it emitted 
in the present and the past.  
It is however questionable if one is justified in moving from an individualistic to a collectivist 
approach. A nation’s obligations fall on its people. So, by asserting that a nation should rectify 
its past wrongdoings, one lays the actual burden on the individuals that bear the relevant 
nationality. It remains arbitrary if it is fair to obligate these people to pay the damages caused 
by pollutions that they did not make.  
 
2.2 The Beneficiary Pays Principle 
To summarize, an EPCA avoids the problem of the unaccountability of past generations, by 
only identifying our current population as the relevant, duty-bearing actors. In other words, this 
approach is not at all backward-looking. Evidently, we cannot regard its ignoring attitude 
toward past emissions as an upside for the EPCA right away. Shue suggests that while past 
                                                          
41 Posner and Sunstein, ‘Climate Change Justice’, 1593–95. 
42 Caney, ‘Cosmopolitan Justice, Responsibility, and Global Climate Change’, 758–60. 
43 Henry Shue, ‘Global Environment and International Inequality’, International Affairs 75, no. 3 (1999): 531–
45. 
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generations cannot bear duties anymore, they are still relevant in questions of mitigation 
burdens. He develops a response to the difficulties of a PPP, by arguing that even if certain 
individuals may not be responsible for their ancestors’ wrongdoings, their situation is very 
much dependent on these past actions. Shue compares the situation between a Belgian and 
Bangladeshi newborn and identifies the fact that the former is born in an industrialized country 
with a much higher living standard as a crucial difference. Since the Belgian is still benefitting 
from his or her former generation’s pollution, we can ascribe accountability to the present 
generation for the (immoral) actions done in the past.44 This claim is known as the Beneficiary 
Pays Principle (BPP). 
The principle implies that there is a flaw in an EPCA: the benefits of an unfair starting position 
of the currently wealthy removes the rationale for an equal share of emission rights. Instead, 
the ones who have benefitted from past generations’ pollutions, should bear the heavier – if not 
all – burdens of mitigation. One can rebut this challenge by appealing to the intuition that it 
seems wrong to ascribe obligations to persons based on some involuntary benefits that they had. 
After all, the Belgian newborn did not choose to be born in and make use of a Western, 
industrialized welfare state. He or she might judge the supposed benefits as not worthy enough 
with respect to the environmental sacrifices made by his or her ancestors. Moreover, the 
compensations are susceptible to becoming a slipping slope: my generation is not only 
benefiting from past pollutions, but possibly also (in some respects) from the genocide of the 
Native Americans, the enslavements of several peoples, and countless other humanitarian 
crimes that all had in one way or another an impact in the high living standard that we have 
today. Like the case of past pollutions, the current outcomes of all these historical events are 
deemed (by most of us) as not weighing up to the atrocities that have accompanied these affairs. 
                                                          
44 Shue, ‘Global Environment and International Inequality’, 536. 
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Certainly, some of them are actually good arguments for present-day reimbursements. My point 
is rather that Shue’s notion that ‘relatedness’ is a valid criterion45, leads to an implausible 
distribution of compensations, since our present-day lives are dependent on a wide range of 
historical events. These include the vast uses of the earth’s atmosphere, which precise effects 
are according to Jamieson extremely hard to identify.46 Therefore, a demand for reimbursement 
for past decisions never embraced, but unwillingly accepted, does not turn out to be a 
straightforward, justifiable answer.  
To be fair, although not all relations between polluting activities and beneficiaries are easy or 
possible to identify, some certainly are: Shue’s example of the Belgian newborn makes this 
particularly clear. To strengthen my defense for an EPCA, it is therefore fruitful to add a 
consequentialist perspective, since the emission rights that follow from an EPCA may be very 
similar to the demands of both a PPP and BPP. If we consider again the differences in average 
GHG emissions of citizens of the US and third world countries and imagine that these 
differences must – according to the EPCA – be minimalized, emissions caps will clearly have 
the most significant impact in the lives of the affluent. Singer, a proponent of an EPCA, 
calculated that this approach requires the US to reduce their emissions up to 80% (Australia 
even needs to go as far as 85%).47 Therefore, in practice, the polluters and beneficiaries are 
urged by an EPCA to address the mitigation burdens. While the approaches may take different 
routes (a PPP and BPP take a partly historical perspective, where the EPCA draws on our equal 
right to a common resource), they end up at destinations quite nearby each other. 
Not everyone might be convinced by this teleological argument. After all, the fact that the 
EPCA happens to run into more or less similar conclusions as a PPP or BPP, does not justify 
                                                          
45 Shue, 'Global Environment and International Inequality', 536–37. 
46 Jamieson, ‘Climate Change and Global Environmental Justice’, 302. 
47 Singer, One World: The Ethics of Globalization, 45. 
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its refusal to alter emissions rights on the basis of historical pollutions. However, it begs the 
question if a considerable part of past pollutions are moral wrongdoings to begin with. The 
dramatic consequences of greenhouse gas emissions were only starting to get known by the 
public and political decision-makers during the 1980s. 48  Can we therefore really blame 
someone for the consequences of actions of which that person could not have possibly known 
their gravity? Subsequently, should present generations still rectify these actions, if these 
actions were not even blameworthy? Stephen Gardiner rejects this argument by presenting the 
following analogy: 
Suppose that I see a pile of bricks in your front yard with a ‘free’ sign in front of them. I take 
the bricks, but subsequently discover that the sign was blown there by the wind. While it is 
true that I shouldn't be blamed for ‘stealing’ your bricks in the normal sense, nevertheless, 
other things being equal, I should return them. If I cannot return them—for example, because 
I have already used them to build my own house—then I should compensate you in some 
other way. Ignorance does not neutralize the obligation.49 
The analogy suggests that even if the past generations were not aware of their wrongdoings, 
some form of compensation is required by the ones that are now benefiting from these historical 
actions. Again, this suggests that EPCA’s distribution of equal emission shares is unfair. In 
order to explain how EPCA’s conviction can still be justified, I will extent Gardiner’s analogy. 
Imagine that his sketch happens on an island that I share with just a few other people. As 
suddenly turns out, the remaining ground materials of the bricks that are left on this island are 
very limited. We all need these bricks in order to sustain ourselves, by making houses with it 
to shelter us from the cold. Let us also say that the material of these bricks is awfully weak and 
                                                          
48 Neumayer, ‘In Defense of Historical Accountability for Greenhouse Gas Emissions’, 188. 
49 Stephen Gardiner, ‘Climate Justice’, in Oxford Handbook of Climate Change and Society, ed. John S. Dryzek, 
Richard B. Norgaard, and David Schlosberg (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 315. 
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does not last very long. Therefore, even I (the one who took the most bricks in the past) need 
more bricks to replace the ones of my house that are eroded. Would it then not be fair, given 
our new understanding of the limited supply, to divide the remaining bricks on an equal per 
capita basis? Surely, I still have an unwarranted advantage, since I have already utilized a lot 
of the finite materials. Yet that does not entail that my former ignorant behavior weighs enough 
to deny someone an equal share of our limited – but vital – common resources. Most 
importantly, a request for compensation does not necessarily require that: an unfair distribution 
of certain entities (e.g. carbon emissions or bricks) in the past can also be reimbursed by 
different means. The other islanders might bid me to pass on my building techniques, or 
physically help them to build their houses.  
Similarly, shifting our focus back to climate governance, my EPCA proposes to regard 
compensations not in terms of an increase of emission rights, but in terms of equipping 
developing countries with (more) effective mitigation strategies (e.g. by offering them 
technological tools and knowledge, or access to environmental research and meetings) which 
can guide them through the transition. The Climate Technology Centre & Network provides 
some fine low-costs examples for this guidance, such as its project in Nigeria, where it makes 
an overview of the country’s biggest polluting sources and gives technological assistance for 
the development of a Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) system (one of the most promising 
techniques for emission mitigation) to offset these GHGs.50 Such compensations are not only 
more subtle than simply increasing the share of emission rights for the developing countries, 
but also of more use for these nations. In all, my EPCA does not entail that we should forget 
about the past completely. It rather suggests that ‘a fresh start’, with attentive, collaborating 
arrangements, might be fair, fruitful and feasible for all parties.  
                                                          
50 ‘Carbon Capture and Storage Potential in Nigeria’, https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/carbon-
capture-and-storage-potential-nigeria, accessed May 9, 2018. 
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My line of reasoning in this section so far suggested that while past pollutions are irrelevant for 
the distribution of emission shares, they are relevant to our increased living standards 
(regarding the positive relation between GHG emissions and economic development51). Yet the 
non-identity problem (coined by Derek Parfit), rejects even this building block of a BPP.52 
Caney’s application of this argument to the climate justice debate goes as follows: The very 
existence of specific persons in the future depends on the actions of their previous generation. 
This means that if the past generations did not emit such high levels of greenhouse gasses, but 
– in contrast – adopted widely different policies that changed their everyday routine, they would 
have conceived children at a different moment, and the individuals of our current generation 
would most likely not even have been brought into existence. So how can we blame the past 
generations for some actions, when without these actions, we would not even exist? In the same 
way, we cannot argue that we have better lives because of previous industrializations, and 
therefore should make some compensations: If these huge impact-choices of industrialization 
have not been made, our specific current generations would not exist, which means the whole 
link to any improvement of our living standard cannot be made.53 As a result, Parfit’s non-
identity problem removes the foundation from the BPP, since there is no beneficiary from past 
emissions-policies.  
 
2.3 The Ability to Pay Principle 
Both the PPP and the BPP are, contrary to an EPCA, backward-looking principles: the ones 
who created the problem, or are still profiting from the actions that caused it, should bear the 
burdens of rectifying the problem. Since, as we have seen in the above paragraphs, both these 
                                                          
51 See footnote 14. 
52 Derek Parfit, Reasons and Persons (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 351–81. 
53 Caney, ‘Cosmopolitan Justice, Responsibility, and Global Climate Change’, 757–58. 
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principles run due to its historical focus into various philosophical predicaments, it is now best 
to establish the soundness of an EPCA by comparing it with a principle that is (similar to the 
EPCA) forward-looking. A much-appreciated example of this kind is an Ability to Pay Principle 
(APP).54 This principle is less concerned with who is responsible for the problem, and more 
with who is capable of solving the problem. It embraces the following maxim: ‘’The parties 
who have the most resources normally should contribute most to the endeavor.’’ 55  Most 
advocates of an APP propose that these contributions are operationalized with progressive rates 
(the more you own, the higher percentage you pay) rather than flat rates (everyone pays a fixed 
percentage of their wealth), since the former system results in a more equal outcome of burden-
sharing.56 
While APP’s (forward-looking) focus differs from a PPP or BPP, they share the conviction that 
mitigation burdens should be distributed in an unequal manner. The clear upsides of an APP – 
besides avoiding the backward-looking related problems – are that, firstly, the worst-off, who 
can generally barely sustain themselves as it is, are exempted from spending their few resources 
on the mitigation of GHG emissions.57 It seems only reasonable to direct these burdens to the 
people or countries who can afford them. Moreover, one can derive from this principle more 
realistic mitigation policies, as it targets the ones who have the resources to carry out such 
policies. 
The first strength of an APP is – interestingly enough – shared by my application of an EPCA. 
As mentioned by the previous section, especially affluent countries like the US and Australia 
                                                          
54 See for instance: Simon Caney, ‘Human Rights, Responsibilities, and Climate Change’, in Global Basic 
Rights, ed. Robert Goodin and Charles Beitz (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 227–47. 
55 Shue, ‘Global Environment and International Inequality’, 537. 
56 See for instance: Baer, ‘Equity, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Global Common Resources’, 395. 
57 Especially considering the fact that the worst-off, as a PPP and BPP emphasize, usually have had almost no 
contribution to anthropogenic climate change. Political thinkers therefore often present a proposal of a PPP or 
BPP in combination with an APP. See for instance: Caney, ‘Human Rights, Responsibilities, and Climate 
Change’. 
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are required to implement poignant mitigation policies in conformity with an EPCA. The 
approaches differ in the sense that, where my EPCA derives its principle from Baer’s rationale 
of an equal share of the global common resource, the APP is, as Keith Hyams puts it, less 
‘’sensitive to issues of fairness.’’58 The APP pays no heed to the question of who is responsible 
for damaging a resource, but merely to who is most capable of rectifying it. This seems 
counterintuitive: if I vandalize some community-owned climbing frame, it would be only fair 
if I, and not my richer neighbor, pay for the costs of reparation. This value is not incorporated 
by the APP: it suggests that if I do not have the means to pay for it right away, I am more or 
less ‘of the hook’. It thus obscures the question of who has been responsible for the damage 
that is done. Drawing this back to my EPCA: although my approach does not assign 
responsibility to actions taken long ago, it does hold that if a party ‘misuses’ a common resource 
(i.e. the atmosphere) now or in the future, the consequences should befall on itself (by limiting 
its further use).  
Another crucial difference between the basis on which both approaches assign environmental 
duties is linked to economic growth. While both approaches respect the importance of economic 
growth for developing countries, an EPCA gives also a clear guideline for how this economic 
growth should come about. As a country, based on the size of its population, may only emit a 
fixed amount of GHGs, it is incentivized to industrialize in a ‘green’ way (by, for instance, 
utilizing sustainable energy sources). Admittedly, Steve Vanderheiden points out that the use 
of fossil fuels is unavoidable in order to survive and develop59, and an EPCA gives also room 
for that (as will later come forward in my calculations). Nevertheless, an EPCA still emphasizes 
that, for both developing and developed countries, continual economic growth entails 
                                                          
58 Hyams, ‘A Just Response to Climate Change: Personal Carbon Allowances and the Normal-Functioning 
Approach’, 239. 
59 Vanderheiden embraces therefore the distinction between ‘survival emissions’ and ‘luxury emissions’. See: 
Vanderheiden, ‘Climate Change, Environmental Rights, and Emission Shares’. 
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employing sustainable energy sources. An APP on the other hand does not necessarily prescribe 
such a direction for third-world countries and is merely concerned with emission mitigation and 
climate donations of the wealthy. Given the rapid industrialization of developing countries, one 
could therefore wonder how promising an APP is for global emissions in the long term. 
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3. The Distribution of Climate Grants 
The last two chapters explored four approaches that all address the question of on what basis 
mitigation burdens should be distributed. Overall, an EPCA provides the soundest answer: 
emission caps should be allocated on an equal per capita basis, by offering each individual 
indirectly (as we assign these rights to citizens’ representatives) an equal share. It avoids the 
problems related to the backward-looking perspective of a PPP or BPP, and gives reasons why 
it can discard this perspective. A more forward-looking APP lacks – in contrast to an EPCA – 
an adequate philosophical basis, resulting into unfair obligations and the inability to provide 
guidelines for eradicating global emissions.  
Nevertheless, I still have not examined the implications that my approach has for the emission 
caps for each country, and how it relates to the PA. After I have established that, I can present 
my main proposal, by explaining how, from the application of an EPCA, while allowing a 
central role for the relevant feasibility constraints, one ultimately can derive the distribution of 
the climate grants. Lastly, I explore some objections that can be made against my proposal and 
add as a response a modest supplementation to my theory. 
 
3.1 Applying the EPCA 
In order to make statistical estimations about GHG emissions and corresponding temperature 
rises, I assume that, if we implement rigid mitigation policies, we will cut our anthropogenic 
emissions to net zero in just a few decades. Admittedly, this is a rather optimistic expectation: 
for instance, the livestock industry is one of the biggest polluting industries, which can only be 
disarmed by the unlikely options of eradicating the industry itself or through revolutionary 
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technological developments.60 However, several scientists and policy-makers argue that, with 
a stern commitment to all the expressed values of the PA, Europe can be a net zero-emission 
continent around 2040, and we can reach this status globally at 2050.61 
In its most recent report, the IPCC has calculated that – if we want to have a good shot (i.e. 
>66%) at achieving the 2°C temperature rise – there remains about 1.010 GtCo2 in our carbon 
budget.62 However, this report has based its conclusions on data from 2011. Given the total 
amount of emissions over the past years, we have in fact less than 931,55 GtCo2 left to emit by 
the end of 2018.63 Now, assuming that it is acceptable to spend our remaining carbon budget in 
the next 31 years, we can emit a total of 30.50 GtCo2 per year. Subsequently, by dividing it 
through the UN global population estimations of 2030 (9.77 bn)64 , the annual per capita 
emissions boil down to 3.57 tons of Co2.   
According to my EPCA, considering that Co2 emissions per capita in wealthy territories like 
the EU, Japan and Australia are about – respectively – 6.4, 9.5 and 15.4 tons, considerable cuts 
ought to be made.65 Unfortunately, their NDCs do not reflect this conviction: Although the EU 
wants to mitigate a hopeful 40% of its total GHG emissions by 2030, both Japan and Australia 
will only go as far as slightly above 25%.66 Several authors have therefore suggested that 
developed countries, considering their enormous economic dependency on fossil-based 
industries, will never agree to mitigate the amount that is demanded by a ‘radical’ theory such 
                                                          
60 For more on the magnitude of livestock industry-pollution, see: ‘Livestock’s Long Shadow: Environmental 
Issues and Options’ (Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2006), pt. 4. 
61 Johan Rockström et al., ‘A Roadmap for Rapid Decarbonization’, Science 355, no. 6331 (2017): 1269–71. 
62 ‘Summary for Policymakers’ (Cambridge/New York: IPCC, 2013), 27. 
63 I base these numbers on data presented in the following article: Kelly Levin, ‘World’s Carbon Budget to Be 
Spent in Three Decades’, accessed April 30, 2018, World Resources Institute, 2013, 
thttp://www.wri.org/blog/2013/09/world%E2%80%99s-carbon-budget-be-spent-three-decades.  
64 ‘World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision, Key Findings and Advance Tables’ (United Nations), 1. 
65 World Bank Data, ‘’CO2 emissions: metric tons per capita (2014),’’ 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC?end=2014&locations=AU-DE-
JP&name_desc=false&start=2014&view=bar, accessed April 23, 2018. 
66 http://www4.unfccc.int/ndcregistry/Pages/Home.aspx, accessed April 30, 2018. Since our yearly carbon 
budget runs assumingly until 2050, there is of course some wiggle room for these parties to meet my targets after 
all. 
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as an EPCA (as is also apparent from the accords of the PA).67 Baer therefore concludes that 
‘’considerations of justice are still outweighed by short-term economic concerns.’’68 
In the context of climate justice, these economic concerns can be regarded as feasibility 
constraints: factors that indicate if a proposal is feasible or not.69 Pablo Gilabert and Holly 
Lawford-Smith, who both have thoroughly explored the concept of political feasibility, 
advocate a central role in political philosophy for such constraints, since ‘’the improbability of 
a line of action may dent its force in our practical deliberations.’’70 This suggests that to design 
a just proposal, one cannot simply ignore feasibility constraints, as we hope to establish a 
realistic view ‘’about what, ultimately, we ought politically to do.’’71 Hence, instead, we must 
cope with feasibility constraints while minimizing the backlash on the fairness of the proposal.  
Now, although the global adoption of an EPCA is (due to feasibility constraints) a futile 
encounter, an EPCA is not in this context useless. We rather should adopt the aim of Herman 
Ott and Wolfgang Sachs, who view an equal per capita principle as ‘’a ‘Leitbild’ that determines 
the direction and provides guidance’’, instead of using it ‘’to prescribe the necessary 
outcome’’. 72  Such a ‘Leitbild’ implies that first, we might have to accept that (some) 
industrialized countries find themselves unable to adhere to rigid emission cuts. Consequently, 
in order to remain under the 2°C temperature rise, more mitigation efforts from developing 
countries are needed: more than can in fairness be demanded from them.73 Interestingly, the 
                                                          
67 Eric Posner and David Weisbach, Climate Change Justice (Princeton/Oxford: Princeton University Press, 
2010), 1–6; Hermann Ott and Wolfgang Sachs, ‘Ethical Aspects of Emissions Trading: Contribution to the 
World Council of Churches Consultation on “Equity and Emission Trading - Ethical and Theological 
Dimensions”’, Wuppertal Papers 110 (2000): 12–13. 
68 Baer, ‘Equity, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Global Common Resources’, 333. 
69 According to Holly Lawford-Smith, the three main kinds of feasibility constraints are economic, institutional 
and cultural: Holly Lawford-Smith, ‘Understanding Political Feasibility’, The Journal of Political Philosophy 
21, no. 3 (2013): 255. 
70 Pablo Gilabert and Holly Lawford-Smith, ‘Political Feasibility: A Conceptual Exploration’, Political Studies 
60 (2012): 819. 
71 Lawford-Smith, ‘Understanding Political Feasibility’, 244. 
72 Ott and Sachs, ‘Ethical Aspects of Emissions Trading: Contribution to the World Council of Churches 
Consultation on “Equity and Emission Trading - Ethical and Theological Dimensions”’, 13. 
73 This demand is also implied in the PA. 
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NDCs of most developing countries actually suggest mitigating more than an EPCA would 
require. For instance, Tunisia, currently responsible for merely 2.6 tons of Co2 per capita, 
pledged to cut their emissions by 41 percent by 2030.74  
Second, the ‘Leitbild’ suggest that the industrialized countries ought to compensate their 
reluctance in some other way. After all, urging the developing nations, who generally have not 
been contributing to the climate change-problem, to implement an EPCA is one thing, but 
asking them to address even more mitigation burdens evokes some substantial reimbursement. 
I therefore advocate, and this is my central proposal, to use the annual USD 100 bn to cover 
these extra efforts. This step maintains the realizability of PA’s temperature rise-target, while 
allowing the industrialized countries to keep (slightly) diverging from the required emission 
caps, and reimburses through the climate grants the willingness of the developing countries to 
address more mitigation burdens than is in fairness required. The underlying, comprehensive 
principle of my proposal then goes as follows: 
The climate funds should be granted (as compensation) to countries that are expected by the 
PA to mitigate more than can in fairness (on the basis of an EPCA) be required of them. 
 
 3.2 Possible objections  
The following section addresses three concerns that can be raised against my proposal. First, if 
a developed country is on account of economic and political feasibility constraints unwilling to 
mitigate its own GHG emissions, how and why could it be able to find the resources to fund 
mitigation policies in other territories? In other words, if a developed country is able to conduct 
                                                          
74 http://www4.unfccc.int/ndcregistry/Pages/Home.aspx, accessed May 11. Note that over half of their emission 
cuts are dependent on external finances.  
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the latter, is it not more straightforward to spend these resources on reducing its own GHG 
emissions?  
Although calculating the exact costs of a mitigated ton of Co2 is hard to say the least, one can 
safely state that these costs are generally lower in developing countries: states that are still in 
industrial transition can more easily transform in an environmentally sustainable way 
(mitigation policies in Zimbabwe and Venezuela have even proven to increase their economic 
welfare).75 Therefore, it makes sense for developed countries to support these projects by 
contributing to the climate grants of the PA, rather than committing themselves to costly 
industrial transitions within their own borders.  
The second concern is concentrated on the US. My proposal rests on the underlying principle 
that the ones who are, due to feasibility constraints, not committed to my EPCA, should 
compensate their excessive emissions by raising the USD 100 bn of climate grants. While most 
of the high-polluter countries have pledged to do so, the US government has declared to 
withdraw from the PA, and seems reluctant to take any part in raising the USD 100 bn. It is 
difficult to advocate the fairness of my proposal, if one of the world’s largest polluters is left 
out of the equation. I can only state that the disposition of the US government towards the 
climate grants is highly unwarranted: not only for the developing, but also for the developed 
countries, as US’ apathy results into other countries having an unfair share of the contribution 
of the mitigation donations. But let us not be too pessimistic. Only 22 out of 100 US senators 
have publicly spoken against the PA, while there are merely 60 votes necessary to pass the PA 
legislation.76 In addition, the earliest possible date for withdrawal from the PA is 4 November 
                                                          
75 Kirsten Halsnaes, ‘The Economics of Climate Change Mitigation in Developing Countries’, Energy Policy 24 
(1996): 917–26. 
76 Tom McCarthy and Lauren Gambino, ‘The Republicans Who Urged Trump to Pull out of Paris Deal Are Big 
Oil Darlings’, The Guardian, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jun/01/republican-senators-
paris-climate-deal-energy-donations, accessed June 6, 2018. 
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2020, one day after the next US presidential elections, when there is still time to contribute to 
the first annual climate funds.77 In sum, there is still a good chance that the US will commit to 
its environmental obligations after all.  
A third worry comes to the surface during the implementation of my proposal. While my 
principle can determine who ought to receive external climate financing, and why they should 
do so, we must not forget that we deal with matters of scarcity: the climate grants stand only 
for a limited annual amount (i.e. USD 100 bn), and it is highly likely that the ‘extra efforts’ of 
developing countries that deserve to be compensated, surpass these pledged climate grants by 
far.78 This leads to a significant problem: if there is a surplus of mitigation proposals that could 
make a legitimate claim on the climate grants, my distributive principle would become less 
useful, as it gives no guideline on which mitigation projects of all the eligible parties should 
receive the first climate grants. Moreover, as several developing countries have indicated that 
their NDCs are conditioned on external finances, their mitigation goals (and ultimately the ones 
of the PA) would become unfeasible if they are not supported by the first round of climate 
grants. 
To rebut this challenge, one might accept to cover mitigation proposals on a ‘first-come-first 
served’ basis. This strikes me as a principle insensitive to fairness: If it would have been adopted  
from the start, far more funds would go to Asian & Pacific countries (who handed in almost 
half of the fund proposals in the first year since the adoption of the PA) than to African countries 
(who handed in merely 17% of the proposals). 79  Another option is allowing developing 
countries to make their mitigation plans in their NDCs less ambitious, resulting in a decrease 
of the surplus of mitigation proposals that ought to be covered by external finances. Yet this is 
                                                          
77 Christina Figueres et al., ‘Three Years to Safeguard Our Climate’, Nature 546, no. 7660 (2017): 593–95. 
78 The numbers that lead to this expectation are given in the Introduction.  
79 ‘Consideration of Funding Proposals’ (Green Climate Fund, 2016), 2. 
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inadmissible as well, since the PA claims that more rather than less ambitious NDCs are 
necessary.80 Thirdly, instead of decreasing the expenses of the badly-off, one can opt to increase 
the expenses of the well-off. In other words, argue for larger annual resources than the currently 
pledged USD 100 bn. Unfortunately, we must dismiss this suggestion, as there are already 
serious worries that the promised amount will fall short, while an even higher bulk is deemed 
as highly unlikely – if not unobtainable.81  
Lastly, one might suggest that, given the difficulties surrounding the PA, we should drastically 
revise it or opt for a new climate accord altogether. Similar to the other possible rebuttals, I am 
not eager to take this route. The PA is a milestone in climate governance, doctrinally and 
politically established (i.e. widely recognized within a heterogenous community), in where 
almost all countries have actively participated (which is symbolized by their self-developed 
NDCs). We therefore should cherish this commitment, for, as Charles Beitz implies, it is the 
source of the reason to act for many states, and therefore extremely valuable for our emission 
mitigation.82 This argument is supported by Iñigo González-Ricoy and Axel Gosseries, who 
argue that it is reasonable to favor current institutional frameworks instead of adding new ones 
to the institutional environment (such as a ‘World Climate Bank’83), since a new institution 
might increase the complexity of the framework to such an extent that it becomes less likely 
that its rules will be incorporated and perceived as legitimate.84 
Considering that these four proposals identified in the previous paragraphs are ultimately 
uncompelling, I suggest distributing the first USD 100 bn over the eligible countries on a pro 
                                                          
80 See Paragraph 17 of the PA: https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf. 
81 Rai et al., ‘A Fair Climate Deal in Paris Means Adequate Finance to Deliver INDCs in LDCs’. 
82 Charles Beitz, The Idea of Human Rights (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 8–11. Although he is in 
this work concerned with the field of human rights, these particular thoughts are still relevant for my project. 
83 John Broome and Duncan K. Foley, ‘A World Climate Bank’, in Institutions for Future Generations, ed. Inigo 
Gonzalez-Ricoy and Axel Gosseries (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 156–69.  
84 Inigo Gonzalez-Ricoy and Axel Gosseries, ‘An Introduction’, in Institutions for Future Generations, ed. Inigo 
Gonzalez-Ricoy and Axel Gosseries (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 8. 
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rata basis: in proportion to the ‘extra’ mitigation efforts (with respect to my EPCA) that the 
respective countries are required to make. For example, if the extra efforts of country A costs 
USD 50 bn, and the costs of country B mount up to USD 150 bn, then B should receive three 
times more as A (150/50=3). Importantly, a pro rata does not compensate the underlying equal 
per capita principle of my principle. It is a modest supplement, only applied at the late stage 
where the pool of countries who are eligible (according to my EPCA) for external climate 
finances is already determined. A pro rata mechanism has a strong intuitive appeal, since it 
treats each actor’s burden in proportion of its gravity, and is therefore adopted by several 
political thinkers.85  In my project, it provides the additional advantage that every eligible 
country receives at least some of the first round of climate grants, which enables each to carry 
out (at least a part of) their NDCs, securing the attainability of the 2°C temperature rise-target.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
85 Most prominently: Nigel Dower, ‘Global Economy, Justice and Sustainability’, Ethical Theory and Moral 
Practice 7 (2004): 399–415. 
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4. Conclusion 
In this thesis, I have argued that we should use the climate grants that are pledged in the PA to 
compensate the excessive mitigation efforts of certain developing countries. In order to identify 
the countries that are required to mitigate excessively, I first needed to establish how mitigation 
burdens should be distributed in the first place, and – correspondingly – how much GHG 
emissions each country ought to be allowed to emit (without compromising PA’s main goal of 
keeping the global temperature rise under 2°C). The PPP, BPP, APP and EPCA all address 
these issues. Where a PPP and BPP cannot cope with backward-looking related problems, and 
an APP does not provide a sufficient basis to deal with issues of fairness, an EPCA is able to 
avoid or counter these and other challenges. This approach essentially holds that everyone 
should have an equal share of the use of our common resource: the atmosphere.  
Sadly, most industrialized countries’ NDCs do not reflect an EPCA, nor is it likely that they – 
due to feasibility constraints – will adjust to such a distribution of mitigation burdens. 
Therefore, in order to maintain the chance of meeting the PA-target, I suggested that more 
mitigation efforts are needed by developing countries than we can in fairness require of them. 
These extra efforts should therefore, as a form of compensation, be covered by the USD 100 bn 
of climate grants. A problematic result of this proposal might be that there are that many 
mitigation plans deserving to be covered by external finances, that my distributive principle 
ultimately does not determine who ought to receive the first annual USD 100 bn. I have 
therefore proposed to allocate these grants on a pro rata basis: in proportion to the ‘extra’ 
mitigation efforts that the respective countries are urged to make.   
Evidently, a lot of practical questions around the implementation of this distributive principle 
need to be examined before it can be adopted by the relevant bodies: who will be given the 
authority to implement this demanding principle? Can we establish a way to ensure that the 
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industrialized countries will come true to their pledged climate grants, and if not, which 
implications (if at all) do budget gaps have for my proposal? Nevertheless, considering the 
absence of any distributive principle for the 100 USD bn, I regard my project as a potentially 
important step for climate governance. It has already been a few years since the PA was 
adopted. Without addressing our mitigation burdens substantially, our justifiable GHG 
emissions shrink, our emission caps become stricter, and developing countries become more 
and more desperate for the external climate finances. I therefore end this paper by quoting 
Federica Mogherini (Vice-President of the European Commission) and Miguel Arias Cañete 
(Commissioner for Climate Action and Energy), on – among others – the promised climate 
grants of the PA: ‘’Now it is time for action, the world's priority is implementation.’’86 One of 
the first, most crucial acts, is the adoption of a sound distributive principle for identifying the 
right climate fund-receivers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
86 Federica Mogherini and Miguel Arias Cañete, ‘Joint Statement for EU Climate Diplomacy Week’ (Port of 
Spain, 2017). 
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